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Abstract— The amount of data is increasing now a days due to usage of portable resources like smart phones, tablets and many 

more for accessing social sites. The requirement to analyze such big data to extract meaningful data came into existence. 

Traditional methods have been explored by number of researchers to analyze such data. These methods removed faulty data, 

uncertain data or misclassified data for better analyses. But this leads to loss of data. There is need to take into consideration 

the rectification of uncertainty in aspect of big datasets also. So, In this paper we survey big data, some traditional methods for 

data analyses, advance methods for data analyses, issues related to these methods, misclassification concept, the survey of 

rectification techniques for high accuracy followed by bearer future scope. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Now a days, Information Technology is keep on growing. 

Digital data is generating through devices, in addition to 

growing through world wide web with higher speed. The 

social sites as twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp and many more 

are the key sources of unstructured data production. The high 

volume produced data is known as big data. This kind of 

enormous data has excellent influence on modern culture as 

we are able to stream popular music, search directions on 

GPS, to send out photos, videos to our buddies and purchase 

new clothes at the same time. Big Data has various 

characteristics like volume, large number of sources, high 

speed, complex and different kinds of data. Based on these 

characteristics, discovering some correlation among this 

huge data is a challenging task. As creation of data through 

gadgets is much easier than extracting useful information. 

The process of examining number of records from relational 

databases and excerpting useful information is data mining. 

Mining of big data is not an easy task as recent time validates 

that firstly there is a need to collect data generated from 

various devices and then  process, analyze and store this data 

for further use. The rise of generated data is because of  

surfing of social networking sites. These sites grant users to 

create different data in large amount and with high speed, So, 

mining is requires to extract useful from such unmanaged 

data. The first book for introduction of mining was published 

in 1998 by Indrukya and Weiss[1] that was based on 

extraction of meaningful information from data. Various 

activities like classification, estimation, prediction, 

visualization, pattern extraction and rules etc. can be 

performed on datasets to obtain a valuable information that 

can be used as useful knowledge. According to [3]traditional 

machine learning methods like supervised, unsupervised and 

reinforcement learning approaches are good enough for small 

sized datasets. But it is not applicable for big data because of 

data size, its generation speed and different variety.  

These traditional learning methods are based on type of data 

used and type of output requires. But these traditional 

learning methods are not valuable for huge data analysis[19]. 

Weka[2] is a one of the popular and easy to use for 

knowledge analysis. There are some decision making 

theories given by Molotov [4] for mining like soft set theory 

and bijective soft set theory etc. These theories are applicable 

for small datasets. Most of the researchers have worked on 

these approaches and theories. Extracting knowledge using  

these theories from huge soft sets is still a challenge for 

researchers. With the Advanced machine learning 

approaches  like active learning, parallel learning came into 

existence. Hadoop, Map reduce, canva, Jupyter and many 

more are existing big data analysis based on new machine 

learning methods like deep learning, active learning and 

kernel learning etc. These learning methods are tendering 

these days for massive data analysis. But before choosing 

learning methods there is  problem of missing values, 

difficult to categorize data, noisy data and mislabeling in data 

generation, data acquisition,  data storage and data analysis. 

Researchers have worked on these difficulties using 

traditional methods and leads to loss of data. In huge datasets 
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also, wrong categorization may lead to loss of important 

information. This survey paper mainly focus on this wrong 

classification concepts and their rectification techniques. 

Misclassification is defined as wrong classification. When 

two instances of same class is classified in two different 

classes that leads to misclassification. and it effects 

prediction accuracy. For that, a complete remonstration from 

the aspect of extraction of information and misclassification 

is still required. In this paper, brief review on the extraction 

of information based on misclassified data to have a basic 

idea to use data mining algorithms was discussed. Further 

techniques to extract uncertain data and to tolerate that 

misclassification big data perspective were discussed. 

Figure 1 shows the outline of this paper, and its different 

subsections organized as following. Section I give a brief 

introduction to the big data, creation, significance and need 

to process big data. Section II explains Machine Learning 

that deals with discussion of some traditional mining 

algorithms and recent big data mining methods and tools.  

Section III deals with misclassification concepts, uncertain 

data and data that is hard to classify and some ways to 

compute misclassification. In section IV Rectification 

methods are discussed. Finally the paper is concluded in 

section V along with some future challenges in context of 

misclassification in big data soft set environment. 

Figure 1. Outline of Paper. 

A. Big Data 

Currently buzz is around large data. In data storm period, 

data is generated from distinct sources and collected together 

within the database. The priority is not to expel the data 

rather hoard it for later use. This results in the formation of 

big data. Different researchers and organizations have their 

own views about big data. IDC characterizes Big Data 

advancements as another era of advancements and models, 

intended to monetarily separate an incentive from extensive 

volumes of a wide assortment of information by empowering 

high-speed catch, and additionally evaluation. There are 

three fundamental attributes of Big Data: the information 

itself, the investigation of the information, and the 

introduction of the consequences of the consideration [8]. 

According to Fisher et al. In this era, the data which is too 

huge and not handled by one machine and which is unable to 

process and manage using present data systems is termed as 

Big data[9]. IDC[10]indicates that the trading of big data is 

about $16100 million in 2014. According to [11] it will rise 

up to 32400 million and $114000 million by 2017 and 2018, 

respectively. In 2001 according to Meta Group Laney, big 

data has three dimensions like amount of data,  speed of data 

and kind of data i.e.3Vs[13] But in 2012  with these 

characteristics  high, huge or big keyword is added and 

termed as big data. Then for better explanation of big data 

more Vs are given i.e. Veracity, Variability and Value[12]. 

Most of the researchers explained big data is related with 

5Vs Volume, Velocity, Variety, Value and Veracity[7] as 

shown in fig2. Gartner firstly explained 3V's of Big Data in 

[16] like Volume refers to the amount of data that is being 

handled and utilized in order to get the desired results. 

Velocity is all about the data travels from one point to 

another due to high requests that end users have for streamed 

data over numerous devices. Variety represents different kind 

of data that is stored, investigated and utilized. Further, 

Value in [17] is all about the quality of data that is stored and 

the further use of it. Veracity[17] [13]  deals with 

consistency of big data. These 5Vs give rise to huge complex 

data. Microsoft also defined complex huge data as: ―Now a 

day's huge data term is used that requires high computational 

power to process this, as requires in machine learning and for 

artificial intelligence for complex data."[14][138] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 5Vs of Big Data. 

 

B. Thought For Big Data 

This section discusses the question: why there is need to 

think about big data. There is no doubt that we all are living 

in the information deluge time, proved by the trend that 

tremendous quantity of information have constantly 

generated at unrivalled scales. Huge soft sets are gathered 

and analyzed in various areas like research, business, security 

and many more[20].Digital information produced from 

different electronic devices are expanding day by day. By 

2011, The electric information has exploded near about nine 

time in amount within five years[21] and this will increase to 

approximately more than 40 trillion GB with in 2021[22]. 

So, there is a need to think about the word 'Big Data'. 

In fig 3. Facts and arguments about big data in accordance 

with [5][6][18] have been discussed. These days if one will 
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say data, that means big data actually and it will increase day 

by day. 

Figure 3. Facts and Issues about Big Data. 
 

II. MACHINE LEARNING  

It is obvious that at this present moment massive information 

is considered, in all the fields of research. Though most of 

this enormous information is unquestionably important and 

producing valuable information involves new approach like 

machine learning. In last few years, machine learning is 

opted to solve the different challenges like analysis, mining, 

discovery and exploration in the field of medical, 

biotechnology, engineering and many more. 

Machine Learning is an area of study which technically 

concentrates on thoughts, efficiency and qualities of 

examining components. It is clear from the above arguments 

of big data, that it is an challenging task. By taking some 

earlier experiences, this learning endeavours us to express 

the way to quickly look for the best predicator. It was related 

to the statistics subject but it became a different part of study 

during 1991's [33]. As this topic has importance in every 

field of technology for example, information technology, 

computer science, AI(Artificial Intelligence), research, 

robotics, biotechnology and many more [23][24][25][26]. 

Due to its inclusion in all fields, it has great influence on 

modern world[27]. Mostly, in these days, machine learning is 

famous for solving challenges like information exploration of 

huge data, artificial intelligence, identification systems and 

many more[28]. 

 

A. Traditional Approaches of Machine Learning 

Traditionally, machine learning was mainly categorized into 

three subparts, according to [29] these are as follows:(i) 

Supervised Machine Learning Approaches (ii) Unsupervised 

Machine Learning Approaches and (iii) Reinforcement 

Machine Learning Approaches.  

 

Supervised ML Approaches: This type of learning is taken 

as important it is suitable for space time trade off. Here, we 

have input variable (p) and output variable (q) and we use a 

classifier to mapping from input data to output data. 

q = f(p). 

The main aim of this learning to decide mapping function 

and with that we can predict output values using input 

values. Different approaches are used for training the data 

and testing the data. Like Random forest, Naive bayes, 

Decision Trees and many more. 

 

Unsupervised ML Approaches: As opposed to supervised 

ML approaches, in this learning we have input variable (p) 

for that we don't have output variable. That's why known as 

unsupervised ML approaches. The main aim of unsupervised 

ML is to model the structure of data to get more detail of 

data. Various examples are clustering of objects and neural 

network are examples of unsupervised ML.  

 

Reinforcement ML Approaches: This learning is efficient 

for decision making like in artificial intelligence, robotics 

etc. For an example: air conditioner will work on which 

temperature in summer season is an example of 

reinforcement learning. Here, a correct set of input and 

output is not always introduced. This learning is different 

from both supervised and unsupervised ML approaches. 

 
Table 1. Knowledge of Supervised, Unsupervised and Reinforcement 

Machine Learning approaches 

Parameters 
Machine Learning Approaches 

Supervised 

[40] 

Unsupervised 

[62] 

Reinforcement 

[33] 

Definition 

The learning 

approach, 

which takes 
labelled input 

for training 
and provides 

the desired 

output. Here, 
output is 

predefined. 

It is a learning 

approach in 

which there is 

no need of 

labelled inputs 
for training. It 

takes inputs 
from the 

environment. 

Here, output is 
not predefined. 

The learning 

approach which 

works on 
feedback taken 

from the 
environment is 

known as  

Reinforcement 
learning 

approach. 

Basic 
Principle 

Task Driven Data Driven 

Algorithm Driven 

(react to  the 

environment) 

Functions 

Performed 

Classification/

Estimation/ 
Clustering Decision making 

Facts about Big Data 

Main Source of Big Data is usage of Social web sites and 

Internet Surfing by every people.   

Every second we create new data. As on Google we perform 

35,000+ search queries every second.  

On YouTube, in every minute, people uploaded more than 200 

hours of video. 

By 2018, US will need about 2 lakh deep skilled employees for 

big data analytics. 

By 2020, there will be 6100 million smart gadgets globally.  

The Hadoop Market will grow 60% by annual growth rate. 

 In Aug 2015, 0.28% Facebook was used by 1000 million people. 

On an average people view more than 2 million videos in 1 

minute.  

At this present moment the percentage of data analyzed is less 

than 0.5% only. 

Issues and Arguments About Big Data 

Data Analysis is becoming difficult. 

Because of high speed of generation of data, its huge amount, 

different variety and complexity is making machine learning a 

challenging task. 
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Parameters 
Machine Learning Approaches 

Supervised 

[40] 

Unsupervised 

[62] 

Reinforcement 

[33] 

Definition 

The learning 
approach, 

which takes 
labelled input 

for training 

and provides 
the desired 

output. Here, 

output is 
predefined. 

It is a learning 

approach in 

which there is 
no need of 

labelled inputs 
for training. It 

takes inputs 

from the 
environment. 

Here, output is 

not predefined. 

The learning 
approach which 

works on 
feedback taken 

from the 

environment is 
known as  

Reinforcement 

learning 
approach. 

Regression 

When Touse 

When one 

wants to 

classify or sort 
the data. 

When no 

information 

about method 

of classification 

is provided. 

When there is no 

idea to classify 

but if correctly 

classified then 

appreciable. 

Basic 

Building 

Algorithm 

based on input 

and output 
both. 

Algorithm 

based on input. 

Algorithm based 
on state 

dependent 

Requirment 
Actual or 

synthetic data 

Actual or 

synthetic data 
Real data 

Examples 

Naive Bayes, 

SVM, Linear 

regression, 
Random 

Forest and 

many more 

K-means and 
X-means etc. 

Q-learning and 
TD-learning etc. 

According to these three categories, for handling datasets 

there are different classifiers and solutions are given in 

[30][31][32].As Google [30] was also using these learning 

approaches,  for the data collected from voice recognition, 

search engines, Google maps, translators, web and image 

search engine etc. At last it can be considered that, for pre 

processing, data is generally analyzed using supervised and 

unsupervised learning approaches and for decision making 

reinforcement learning is applied. Table2 describes some 

features of techniques and classifiers opted for these three 

machine learning approaches: 

 
Table 2. Features of Machine Learning approaches 
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In addition to these learning approaches and their features, 

we can say these traditional approaches are intended using 

suppositions like the gathered information will be stored in  

memory for analyzing. But the data is growing rapidly and 

these approaches are facing complications for handling this 

high volume data. For this, we require modern strategies to 

handle large amount of data. The advanced approaches for 

data analysis are discussed in next part.  
 

B. Modern Approaches of Machine Learning 

While noticing the requirement of advance approaches of 

machine learning, in this section we discusses new 

approaches that are offering or we can say required learning 

approaches for handling huge datasets. The main feature of 

these new learning approaches is to concentrate on the way 

of training and testing of data. There are following modern 

learning methods for handling and processing big data as 

shown in fig4.  

 
Figure 4. Approaches of Machine Learning 
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Table3 shows the tools used for learning. This part of the 

paper describes the detail of these approaches:  

 

Representation learning: For high dimensionality data, 

representation learning is one of the solution to extract the 

useful information from unstructured data. This learning 

method gives high accuracy and performance as compared to 

classical machine learning methods. This learning is mainly 

designed to accomplish the enhancement in performance 

based on computational and mathematical calculations. As it 

takes possible input designs and gives a fairly sized mastered 

manifestation.[63][64]. Due to its popularity in high 

dimensionality mining, it has been enhanced in different 

fields these years as in the field of automatic biased and 

many more [64][65][66][67]. Representation learning 

provides real life applications like NLP(natural language 

processing), modern vehicles and many more discussed in 

[68][69][70]. The detailed information of this learning 

approach  is discussed in [107].The plugin based on 

representation learning is: MatDeepRep[130] 

a) MatDeepRep : This is a plugin used in MATLAB for 

representation learning. It is used for the classification of 

images based on low level, middle level and high level 

features. Most of researchers used MatDeepRep for 

recognition of large amount of images. Now a days, usage of 

social networking sites is increasing, there uploading 

pictures, downloading pictures give rise to the importance of 

MatDeepRep. 

 

Kernel Learning: Few years back, kernel learning was 

considered itself as extremely effective. Because kernel 

based learning has the ways to enhance the performance and 

efficiency based on computational using some non linear 

approaches. For kernel based learning, the kernel function is 

used for computation. As this method maps original inputs to 

high dimension outputs. To enhance the performance and 

accuracy, there is only need to change the kernel methods but 

the way to choose kernel function is a future challenge for 

researchers[98] [99]. Real life applications of kernel learning 

are parameter estimation and many more are discussed 

in[100][101][102][103] [104]. And the explanatory detail of 

kernel learning has been discussed in [105]. Kernel learning 

is based on support vector machine, logistic regression but 

kernel functions make the difference. In short, a learning 

where kernel of operating system is used is known as kernel 

learning. The frameworks based on kernel learning are 

Spider[131], Kernel PCA[132]. 

a) Spider: Spider plugin is used in MATLAB for kernel 

learning for large amount and large sized images. In this 

learning Basic concepts of svm are used for training the data 

and testing the image data. 

b) Kernel PCA: Kernel learning used as principal component 

analysis, for feature extraction and feature selection is 

popular in  Kernel PCA framework. 

 

Distributed and parallel learning: Due to large amount of 

data, extracting useful information is a challenging task. To 

understand the complex data, simple way is to distribute and 

parallelize it. In this learning method, when data is allocated 

to different data centres then learning is taken as distributed 

learning method similar in parallel learning, learning data is 

trained in  parallel manner. [84]These learning methods 

avoids to take whole amount of data as single because of 

distributed and parallel manner as compared to another 

learning methods.[79][80]. Real life applications of 

distributed and parallel learning are meta learning and many 

more can be seen in [81][82][83][85].Frameworks or tools 

based on distributed and parallel learning are: Map 

reduce[15] and Apache hadoop[119], Apache spark[118], 

Strom[128], pig [129]etc. are all based on Distributed and 

Parallel learning. 

a) Map reduce: This framework is the most famous and 

mostly used for big data processing. Mapreduce is based on 

two major components known as mapper and reducer. The 

main function of this framework is to produce a key-value 

pair for the inputs by mapper and then it will be combined by 

using reduce function. Now a days, Mapreduce is the most 

used framework.  

b) Hadoop: This framework is not only used for processing 

but also used for the storage purpose of big data. Processing 

of data is done by map reducer and storage is in Hadoop 

distributed file system. This framework works well in case of 

any failure, because it has three replicas in built. Here storage 

is in distributed manner and mapping is performed in parallel 

manner. The main advantage of this framework is that this 

helps to store the large data in less space. 

c) Spark: This framework is used for various purposes like 

for stream data processing, graph data processing, structure 

data processing and other type of data. Here, machine 

learning libraries like Mlib and others according to 

requirement are need to be install for getting machine 

learning features. Spark has a great features of abstraction 

because of presence of resilient distributed datasets(RDD) in 

it. These datasets have the feature of read mode only. Spark 

is based on cluster environment, for this, it is dependent on 

YARN(yet another resource navigator). 

d) Apache Strom: This framework also works on distributed 

computation for large datasets. It is based on boss-employee 

architecture. The cluster has some boss nodes and employee 

nodes. These nodes works together in a distributed and 

parallel manner.  

e) Pig: Apache pig is one of the engine that works on Apache 

Hadoop. It has enhanced features like processing the data, 

reading the data and writing the data by using some 

operations of Pig Latin. 

 

Active Learning: Active Learning is mostly used when there 

is large amount of data but that data is not labelled. This 

learning works better in the complicated situation and gives 

high accuracy as compared to another algorithms that deals 
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with unlabeled data.[94][95]. Different methods of this 

learning are mentioned in [95][96][97]. Real life applications 

of Active learning are classification of images and many 

more in [96][97].The tool based on active learning is: Canva 

a) Canva: Canva is one of the tool for active learning, it has 

different features like creating contents, papers, effective 

posts, blogs, books, documents and advertisement for 

sharing. 

 

Deep Learning: These days, due to large amount of data, 

Deep Learning is the most thrust topic in machine learning 

approaches. This learning is the enhancement of traditional 

learning approaches as it's a combination of supervised and 

unsupervised learning approaches. Whenever only one of 

them is used in deep architecture then also it is considered as  

deep learning for tree like representation 

learning.[71][72][73]. Various types of deep learning has 

been discussed in [74][75]. Real life applications of deep 

learning is advancement of graphic processors and many 

more in [76][77][78]. Frameworks or tools based on deep 

learning are: Apache Singa[114], Torch[117], Caffe[115], 

and Purine[116] etc. 

a) Apache Singa : This project is licensed by Apache, is 

providing a deep learning environment. It is based on easy 

programming and gives a flexible and scalable architecture 

for huge amount of data. This can handle more number of 

attributes and here, stochastic gradient algorithm is generally 

used for training the data. Training the huge data is based 

totally on high programming like python, java etc. 

b) Torch: Torch project is also based on deep learning 

model. This framework works on just in time complier 

known as JIT(just in time) compiler and based on Lua (like 

javascript). Torch project is based on routines of linear 

algebra and numeric. It supports the GPU (graphics 

processing unit) efficiently. Here, one dimensional array 

considered as tensor and two dimensional array considered as 

matrices are used for performing deep learning in huge data.  

c) Caffe: Caffe is convolution architecture for feature 

extraction is one of the deep learning framework tool. This 

tool works faster but sometimes slower in case of huge data. 

This tool is used for research work in the field of big data 

learning. Here, n- dimensional array is used for training data. 

This framework is based on convolution neural network 

(CNN). It works with GPU(graphics processing unit) 

compiler. 

d) Purine: The framework based on bigraph mechanism is 

known as purine framework. This framework works parallel 

in deep learning and make the coding easier for researchers. 

The scheme followed in purine is the combination of GPU 

and central processing unit.  

 

Transfer Learning: Whenever training data and testing data 

lies in same feature space then transfer learning is used. On 

the other hand, with the increase of data, variety of data has 

also been increased and it damages hypothesis. For solving 

this complication, transfer learning came into context for 

extracting knowledge from large amount of data. The main 

feature of this learning is that it works faster as compared to 

another learning algorithms for training and testing. Transfer 

learning is explained in [106] precisely. Different ways to 

apply transfer learning has been discussed in[86][87]. This 

learning is based on principle "what data we have to 

transfer". Various approaches of transfer learning are 

instance based learning, parameter based learning and many 

more are discussed in [88][89][90]. Real life applications of 

transfer learning is classification of text and others are 

mentioned in[91][92][93].The application based on transfer 

learning is: Google Drive. 

a) Google Drive: This application is the mostly used by 

modern society. It provides free storage on cloud for sharing 

and storage of data. This application is accessible anywhere 

from all the electronic devices like smart phones, pc's etc.  

 

From the above discussion we can conclude that these 

learning are better than traditional learning approaches as 

these learning approaches handle huge amount of data which 

is generated with high speed in efficient manner. These 

learning methods will provide high accuracy as compared to 

classical learning methods. The basic functionality of each 

learning and the tools that can be used for particular learning 

has named in Table 3 as follows and is described above. 

 
Table 3. Describes the basic functionality of modern approach of learning 

Machine 

Learning 

Approaches 

For Big Data 

References Basic 

Functions 

Tools Used  

Deep Learning  [71-78] Supervised 

and/or 
Unsupervised 

Learning 

Approaches 

Apache Singa, 

Torch, Purine and 
Caffe etc.  

Distributed 
and Parallel 

Learning 

[79-85] Distributed 
and Parallel 

Manner 

Apache Hadoop, 
Mapreduce,Apache 

Pig and Storm etc. 

Transfer 
Learning 

[86-93] [106] Instance 
Based, Feature 

Based and 

Parameter 
Based 

Google Drive etc. 

Active 

Learning 

[94-97] Query 

Strategy on 

Unlabeled 

Data 

Canva etc. 

Kernel 

Learning 

[98-103] Kernel 

Methods and 
Kernel 

Functions 

Kernel PCA, 

Spider 

Representation 
Learning 

[63-70] Feature 
Selection, 

Feature 

Extraction and 
distance metric 

Learning 

MatDeepRep 
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Problem With these modern approaches and tools: 

At this point, majority of the study in the field of big data and  

machine learning has aimed at handling huge data and its 

algorithms inclusion etc. Most of the approaches and tools 

have brushed aside the enhancement of pre processing  

approaches. Traditional learning approaches have some 

problems for analyzing data even researchers are facing 

problems with advanced approaches also. As these 

approaches haven't proposed on inefficient data. There is a 

need to remonstrate these various kind of inefficient data for 

getting high accuracy. 

 

Mislabelled Data: With the growth of data, mislabelled data 

is also growing. In case of millions of records, it is difficult 

to classify unlabeled data. Whenever machine learning 

algorithm will be used for training using this type of data will 

results low accuracy.  So there should be a solution to label 

this data before the classification process takes place [108]. 

For an example: Label of one image is that image contains 

two people. But without this label it will be difficult to 

classify that in which category it is to be classify. 

 

Noisy Data: The disturbed data or incorrect data is termed as 

noisy data. As data has been gathered from devices but that 

data is not the correct record. This type of inefficiency can be 

resolved by clustering etc.[110] For an example: Image 

captured or collected is in blurred form. 

Missing Values: Missing Value means that, the data 

collected doesn't have any value. While collecting data, value 

has been missed. This data also leads to less accuracy similar 

to another inefficient data types. This problem can be solved 

easily by using some mean values or by using some 

clustering and filtering processes. For this inefficient data, 

researchers have given the solution using some computation 

methods [109]. 

 

Imbalance Data: This is defined as imbalance data in the 

classes as there are more number of records in one class as 

compared to other. These uncertainty also leads to less 

accuracy. This problem can be solved by using sampling 

ways. [111] 

 

Hard to classify data: This describes that some of the 

records in data sets are difficult to categorize that type of 

records are termed as hard to classify. Whenever there is no 

relationship between instances then it lead to a problem. So 

there is a need to think why these records are difficult to 

classify and how it leads to misclassification[127]. The 

solution for this inefficient data is boundary value analysis. 

Because of  above problems, most of time, data is wrong 

classified. Researchers have used various tools for coping up 

with these types of problems. But still it's an open 

challenge[112][113]. For that reason misclassification 

concept is to be remonstrated.  

 

III. MISCLASSIFICATION 

Misclassification is the situation of data errors. Massive data 

packages through web methods are often untrustworthy, 

susceptible to outages in addition to losses, this interruptions 

usually are increasing in case of utilization of multiple soft 

sets. Social researchers wanted the answer of the questions 

related to the collection of data and trying to account for any 

misclassification inside their data. The data set taken may 

perhaps have some of scores of fecal material data, however 

for many people it is actually arbitrary. To generate statistical 

results about a data set, we all have to know the particular 

weak points in the data. Additionally, scientists need to have 

the ability to account for the particular misclassification 

inside the datasets. To achieve this necessitates each one has 

their own perspective about misclassification. As Healy et. al 

in [126] describes that Whenever we have number of items, 

that can be divided into some different categories. But in 

which the item is classified is not a right category for that 

item, then that item will create some misclassification. That 

time, it is required to find the right value or right category of 

the item. 

Misclassification concept requires to be consider while 

extracting valuable information from the data. Here, there are 

several theories those have taken into consider for knowledge 

extraction  but haven't computed misclassification. Table4 

gives the name of that theories and their faulty data 

consideration and rectification feature. 

Table 4. Techniques those have considered faulty data 

Extracting 

knowledge 

Techniques 

Faulty Data 

Considered 

Misclassification  

Computed 

Rectified 

Misclassificat

ion 

Fuzzy 
theory[48][5

0] 

 ˟ ˟ 

Rough set 

theory[46] 

 ˟ ˟ 

Cloud 

theory[42][5

2][55]   

 ˟ ˟ 

Frequent 

item 

set[41][43][4
7][49] 

 ˟ ˟ 

Clustering[4

4][45][51][5

3][54] 

 ˟ ˟ 

 

From the above table, we can see, there is need to survey 

about misclassification concept and computation of 

misclassification. There are various ways to compute 

misclassification, are given as follows: 

A. Ways to Compute Misclassification 

Computation of misclassification is a statistical and 

mathematical method. While classifying data into categories, 

the data which is not classified, or sometimes classified to 
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wrong class is coined to misclassification. For an example, 

There are two classes: one class named as Animal Class and 

another class named as Birds Class.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 5. Flow Chart For Rectification of Misclassification 

 

Problem is that to classify the data into their particular class. 

Following are the various ways: 

I) Whenever numeric/ string data is classified based on 

confusion matrix. The confusion matrix defined using four 

terms: True Positive: This term describes the records that 

follows that condition correctly in the presence of condition. 

False Positive: It describes the records, that follows the 

condition in the absence of the given condition. False 

Negative: describes the records, that doesn't follows the 

particular condition in the presence of that particular  

condition. True Negative: It describes the records, that 

doesn't follow the condition in the absence of condition. 

These four terms are represented in matrix in figure5. below 

named as confusion matrix. 

 
Figure 6. Confusion Matrix 

Misclassification can be computed using following equation. 

Most of the mining tools follows this basic concept for 

computation. 

 

Misclassification = 
     

           
 

Misclassification =              

Where Accuracy =
     

           
 

II)Whenever we have dataset divided into ranges or in sets 

form then misclassification computation is as follows using 

set theory: 

As we have U set of elements and two classes named as X 

and Y. By mistake, the elements of X set classified into Y set 

and X and Y both are the subsets of universal set U then 

misclassification degree is computed as follows: 

 

Misclassification =   
     

   
 

For an example: 

 

U={x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7} are set of houses. 

(F,E) is soft set over U, E=e1,e2,e3,e4 are the parameters of the 

dataset. These are very cheap, cheap, costly and very costly 

respectively. 

Let mapping of these parameters are shown in table5: 

F(e1)=F(very cheap) = {x1,x2,x3}                      

F(e2)=(cheap) = {x4,x5,x6}  

F(e3)=F(costly) = {x7}                                        

F(e4)=F(very costly) = {x4,x5,x6,x7}  

F(e1,e2,e3) and F(e1,e4) is BSS(bijective soft set) as it follows 

the properties of bss theory given in [56]           

where F(e1,e2) F(e1,e3) F(e2,e4) are not BSS. 
 

Table 5. Mapping of each parameter of dataset 

H vs 

P 

e1(very 

cheap) 

e2(cheap) e3(costly) e4(Very 

costly) 

x1 1 0 0 0 

x2 1 0 0 0 

x3 1 0 0 0 

x4 0 1 0 1 

x5 0 1 0 1 

x6 0 1 0 1 

x7 0 0 1 1 

 

Data Analysis 

Two Classes are here to divide like 
Vehicles and Fruits 

 

Data Classification 

Class 1:Vehicles - Car, Bus, 

Scooter, Pear, Cycle 

Class2: Fruits - Banana, Mango 
 

Rectify Misclassification 

After rectification 

Class 1:Vehicles - Car, Bus, 

Scooter, Cycle 
Class2: Fruits - Banana, Mango, 

Pear 

 

Data Acquired 

Like Car, Bus, Scooter, Banana, 

Mango,  Pear, Cycle 

Check 

Misclassification 
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As set is not a bijective soft set. so elements are misclassified 

the computation of misclassification for parameter e2 and e4. 

For F(e2,e4) 

As C(e2,e4) = 1-|e2∩e4|/ |e4| 

                      1-3/4=1/4 =25% . 

As 25% elements are misclassified here. Here are total 7 

elements and approx 1 or 2 elements are misclassified. Some 

researchers have followed another way out for computation, 

that are named in the following table.               

 

Table.6 gives the detail of articles, those have followed some  

method for computation of misclassification rate or error. 

These have given  the detailed percentage of 

misclassification. but not any way out of rectification of 

misclassification based on huge datasets. 

Table 6. Survey of Misclassification concepts and methods in soft sets 
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[126] 
1981 

Discussed about the 
effect of 

misclassification 

error. 

Y Changing the 
design of the 

classifier 

NM N 

[121] 

1999 

Worked on mislabeled 

data 

Y Supervised 

Learning 

40% N 

[123] 

2004 

Epidemiology dataset 

has been considered 

Y Log Linear 

Model 

NM N 

[120] 
2005 

Classification of 
dataset has been 

performed 

Y Logit Model 70% N 

[125] 
2005 

Focused on Improving 
the classification 

Accuracy 

Y Changing Cost 
Ratio  

NM N 

[124] 
2009 

In this labeling of 
samples has been 

performed 

Y Reflect And 
Correct Method 

NM N 

[122] 

2009 

Bio-informative 

dataset has been 
considered 

Y Eliminated the 

misclassified 
elements 

NM N 

[56] 

2016 

Shoreline Resources 

dataset has been 
considered 

Y Bijective Soft 

Set Theory  

25% N 

Where NM stands for Not Mentioned, Y- Yes, N-No 

IV. RECTIFICATION 

Rectification means the correction. In this section we are discussing 

about rectification of misclassified data. As after repairing the 

misclassified data, we can get 100% accuracy and  0%. 

misclassification. 

Need of rectification: 

As elements that are not diagnosed properly resulted not classified 

properly, that leads to misclassification, and it should be rectified. 

Misclassification is an issue, which may be quite expensive because 
it is linked to fixable methods.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7 

Rectification Methods: These days, misclassification is a research 

topic in the field of data mining in big data. As every problems has 

some solution. Various methods has been developed for rectifying 

problem. some of them are given below. But there are few methods 

that are rectifying misclassification based on parameters. In this 

section already existing methods has been discussed. 

Some methods are: Naive methods, Regression Calibration, Pooled 

Estimation, Multiple imputation and Corrected Score Estimation. 

These methods are applicable on small sized datasets. The 

rectification of misclassification in case of large data is still a 

challenging task.  

 

Regression Calibration: Regression Calibration termed as RC is 

really a  conventional method to solve the problem occurred  due to 

misclassification. Regression calibration is a easy and common 

approach. 

This method is mostly used method for regression type problems. 

The main working of this method is that it replaces the variable Y 

with the regression function of Y that can be any variable F. This F 

variable is further a approximate value and helps in data analysis 

and this will provide a high accuracy. For computing and rectifying 

misclassification error in small dataset this method is popular 

method. It is used for handling discrete data and covariant data. It is 

not giving an accurate value but just giving an estimation of 

uncertain or infected value. 

For computation Rosner et. al.[138] has given a formula, first it has 

described the relationship between the input correct value C and the 

output estimated near value E using some linear relationship: 

                                            
this equation is similar to y=mx + c where β0 is intercept and β1 is 

slope and ϵ is misclassified value. now this β1 is a value to find that 

show the proper relationship between E and C. But we don't have 

direct value of C so another formula  

Dataset 

Classification of data 

Compute Accuracy and Misclassification 

Rectify Misclassification 

Classified data has been collected with high 

accuracy 

Y 

Misclassification ≠0.0 

N 
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where A0 is equal to ˜ β0 and A1 is equals to ˜ β1 and   is equals to 

˜ ϵ. where M is wrong value. Now by relating C and M we can find 

out the difference between the β1 and ˜ β1. Hence M = C + R where 

R is random error. 

 

Pooled Estimation: This pooled estimation method is based on 

some estimation, it combines the estimator of regression calibration 

and estimator of validated data. This method can be extended for 

getting high performance. But to handle large datasets is not too 

much appropriate for this method. The working principle is based 

on variance computation and in this validated estimator of true 

analysis will ignore the misclassified elements. 

 

Multiple Imputation: This method is based on regression model 

known as logistic regression method. This method is for rectifying 

misclassification occurred using some missing values. This 

method's main working is to handle missing values as well as 

misclassification that's why known as multiple imputation. In this 

method missing values are filled repeatedly and at last combined the 

result. The detailed information about multiple imputation is in 

[134]. 

 

Corrected Score Estimation: This method is proposed by [135] 

and it is the enhanced method of [136] and [137]. Whenever there is 

no misclassification then this method defines the score function. 

  
In this the values of Y is replaced by the observed wrong value. as 

observed wrong value is V and it is replaced with V = U f(V) where 

U is misclassification function matrix and f is also a function. It 

works better in case of less misclassification. this method is 

different from RC and MI.[133] 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

In this paper, survey of big data, their extracting knowledge 

techniques and misclassification computation has been done. As big 

data is in growing stage and by using various techniques, 

knowledge has been extracted. As machine learning is the topic that 

is adopted these days as a research topic for extracting information. 

But this task leads to some problem. In this paper, we discussed the 

knowledge of that repairing techniques in context of big data. In 

future these techniques can be enhanced to get better results in easy 

manner. In future, this concept can contribute in real life 

applications like analysis the data of social networking sites like 

Facebook, Google drive etc. , analysis of health data and political 

data and many more.  
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